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The controversy over ownership of Taiwan-related implicit shareholders, 
becomes the focus and difficult issues of the practice of judicial relief. There are two 
reasons: on the one hand, the question is regulated by our country’s foreign 
investment approval system; on the other hand, our country's current laws and 
regulations do not expressly provide the judicial remedies. In connection with the 
cases about Taiwan-related implicit shareholder disputes over the right which the 
people's courts handled, the author analysis the current status and characteristics of 
the controversy over ownership of Taiwan-related implicit shareholders in our country,  
studying respectively from  the Theory of judicial relief、 the relief regulation、the 
relief practice and the relief  parties, further make recommendations to modify the 
judicial remedies of the controversy over ownership of Taiwan-related Implicit 
Shareholders on several existing problems.  
This paper mainly consists of three parts. 
The first part interprets the meaning of the Taiwan-related implicit shareholders 
and the controversy over ownership of Taiwan-related implicit shareholders, points 
out the current status and characteristics of the controversy over Ownership of 
Taiwan-related Implicit Shareholders.  Such disputes continue to show an upward 
tendency, concerning cross-strait rule conflicts and philosophical differences, ensuing 
frequently from a false equity transfer agreement, furthermore, exist the 
characteristics such as a number of persons involved, a long time consumed, etc.  
The second part analyzes the existing problems about the current judicial 
remedies of controversy over ownership of Taiwan-related implicit shareholders, 
including the analysis about the differences that exist in the judicial remedies theory, 
the lack of regulation in the judicial remedies, the confusion consisting in the judicial 
remedies practice, and taiwan businessmen’s own problems in judicial remedies. 
Being specific to the problems and difficulties existing in the judicial remedies of 
controversy over ownership of Taiwan-related implicit shareholders, the third part 
puts forwards suggestions respectively: in terms of the relief theory, advises the 
creation of a new theory of relief; in terms of related basis, comes up with 













brings up practical measures to improve the implementation of relief; and suggests the 
matters which the Taiwan businessmen need to pay attention to when they institute a 
proceeding for a judicial remedy of controversy over ownership of implicit 
shareholders. 
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第二节  涉台隐名股东确权纠纷的现状特点 
一、涉台隐名股东确权纠纷呈现越来越多的趋势 
根据国务院商务部的统计，截至 2006 年年底，祖国大陆共有 7.18 万多个台
资项目，协议投资为 1016.35 多亿美元。可是，根据台湾“投审会”的统计，截
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